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j i

If the Mishnah wears seven veils so as modestly to hide its inmost
charms from all but the most worthy of its admirers, then its sixth sec-
tion, Seder Tohorot, wears seventy of them. But to merit a peek behind

those many veils requires more than the ardor or determination of even the
most persistent suitor. Indeed, there is no more daunting section of the rab-
binic corpus to understand—or more challenging to enjoy or more
formidable to analyze . . . or more demoralizing to the student whose a pri-
ori assumption is that the texts of classical Judaism were meant, above all,
to inspire spiritual growth through their devotional study.

It is no coincidence that it is rarely, if ever, studied in much depth.
Indeed, other than for Tractate Niddah (which deals mostly with the laws
concerning the purity status of menstruant women and the men who come
into casual or intimate contact with them), there is no Talmud for any trac-
tate in the seder, which detail can be interpreted to suggest that even the
amoraim themselves found the material more than just slightly daunting.1

Cast in the language of science, yet clearly not founded on the kind of scien-
tific principles “real” scientists bring to the informed inspection and analysis
of the physical universe, the laws put forward in the sixth seder of the Mish-
nah appear—at least at first blush—to have a certain dreamy arbitrariness
about them able to make even the most assiduous reader despair of finding
much fodder for contemplative analysis. And yet, Seder Tohorot is the
largest of the six sections of the Mishnah. I’ve always thought of it as a huge
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behemoth lumbering along at the end of the circus parade—impressive by
dint of its size and imposing by virtue of its position in the procession, but
not really the kind of beast you would long to cuddle up next to on a cold
night.

For the last two years, however, I have devoted myself to the study of
Tohorot with the hope of transcending my own bias. It’s been a frustrating
time. The problem has not been with finding satisfactory commentaries on
the seder’s tractates, though, nor has it been with locating reliable halakhic
manuals to provide the background information often taken for granted by
the framers of those tractates. What I’ve been searching for is a way to
frame my studies, a specific way to enter into a morass of details that is sim-
ply overwhelming in its scope and breadth. I want to assume that there is
material here that will be valuable for devotional and introspective contem-
plation, that the great—and, at times, peculiarly byzantine — effort to orga-
nize the universe into domains of purity and impurity along an x-axis of
male and female sexual substances, a y-axis that neatly (and endlessly,
although not endlessly successfully) skirts the cusp between life and death
and a z-axis of putrefaction and disease—that that material will yield a use-
ful, profound, deeply satisfying path for those ready to wander it towards
the great idea that churns and roils at the center of rabbinic Judaism itself:
the possibility of knowing God intimately through the intellectual elabora-
tion of even the most picayune details of the law. I have begun to develop
a specific way to enter the well-fortified palace that is Seder Tohorot and,
with this essay, I begin to share my work with readers and also to invite oth-
ers who are simultaneously wandering this sacred path to offer their own
ideas about how to enter this arcane realm without becoming overwhelmed
by an avalanche of disorganized details.

Here, however, I would like to limit myself to offering a single example
of the specific approach I have developed over these years of study: the con-
cept of halachic portraiture as a way of encountering Seder Tohorot. To
demonstrate the concept, I will choose a single individual, so to speak,
among the many who make their appearance in the pages of Tractate
Tohorot: the boy standing at the edge of a cemetery holding a few lilies.2

Now, of course, Tractate Tohorot is not a novel and the boy in question is
not a character of the kind that appear in novels or short stories. He has no
name, for example. And he has no discernable character traits, no affect, no
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emotional state. Yet the personalities (if that is the right word) of Seder
Tohorot are more than just types. They exist—as literary personae—for a
few brief moments, for the length of time it takes for a student of Mishnah
to learn a mishnah and then to move on to the next one. Some of these per-
sonalities appear again elsewhere in the Mishnah, but many appear only
once, dancing almost coquettishly across the stage for an unseen audience
to admire briefly in all their halakhic inscrutability. My idea—mostly as a
student of Mishnah, partially as an author of fiction—is to wonder about
each of these individuals and to attempt to learn from them by imagining a
larger context for their brief existences.

Who are these people? There are certainly enough of them, some of whom
sound as though they could easily have found work moonlighting in one or
another of Luis Buñuel’s films—the woman who steps into the mikveh with
her mouth full of coins, the goatherd tortured by an unwanted (yet relentless
and uncontrollable) seminal flow, the gang of meanspirited ass drivers who
delight when the sacks of grain they have been paid to transport fall into the
water as they cross a river . . . even the clever ape someone has trained to
wash his master’s hands.3 Can some of these—or, perhaps, all of them,
including the monkey—step forward to say something profound (or even
something trivial) about the world, about the taxonomy of miasma that is the
foundation upon which Seder Tohorot is built, or about one of the three
great rubrics (sex, death and putrefaction) that constitute the operative cate-
gories within that taxonomy? Readers may feel that there’s an element of
fantasy in this line of thought. That may well be—even I think that—but the
question is not whether these personalities (if that’s what they are) exist as
bona fide literary characters, but whether their brief appearances can prof-
itably be exploited by readers interested in finding spiritual growth through
study. That is the question I wish to attempt to answer in the positive by
introducing readers to a lonely child standing off by himself and holding a
few lilies. And by asking, simply, what the boy might have to teach us.

j i

A cemetery in Eretz Yisrael. Not a massive necropolis like Bet Shearim, I
don’t think—just a series of local sepulchers where the bones of average
people have been interred in burial niches inside well-marked subterranean
caves by those who survived them.4 Eric Meyers’ Jewish Ossuaries (Rome,
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1971) or David Kraemer’s The Meanings of Death in Rabbinic Judaism
(New York, 1999) can fill in some interesting background material regard-
ing ancient burial practices for readers whose interest transcends the sketch
I’m trying to draw, but here the sketch is the thing: the portrait may be the
foreground, but the background is a piece of land, verdant and serene, con-
taining the kind of caves in which the bodies of dead people rest some num-
ber of feet beneath the surface. 

Just for effect, let’s imagine the rest of the details. It is late spring. The
air is warm. The scent of jasmine is just strong enough to suggest the rich
fecundity of the Land of Israel without distracting our gaze as we ponder
the dead who lie before us in their final resting places. There are, however,
no burials today, no one’s bones being brought to their final resting place,
no grave markers being dedicated to the memory of those who sleep in the
dust of this place.

We are alone and we feel alone—alone with the dead and alone with our
thoughts—and far more calmed than unnerved by the sense that we have
come to the border of the kingdom of the dead, that kingdom constituted
solely of countless land-locked outposts of Sheol spread throughout the terri-
tory of the rest of the world’s states like an endless series of miniature
Lesothos. Our eyes traverse the scene like a camera might pan a movie set . . .
and, as they do, we unexpectedly notice that we are not quite as alone as we
thought ourselves to be just a moment earlier, that the scene—neither thus
marred nor enhanced—is not quite as we had previously thought it to be. 

At the far side of the cemetery, almost lost in foliage, we now notice a
child, a boy. At first, we wonder if our eyes are not possibly playing tricks
on us, but once we focus our gaze more carefully, we see that he is unmis-
takably present, unmistakably real . . . and that he is unmistakably holding
something in his hand. Anxious to avoid defilement by virtue of contact
with the dead—the downside of letting a kohen be your guide—we move to
the side, avoiding the graves as we come closer to the child. 

As we approach, the picture sharpens. The child is definitely a boy. And
the thing in his hand turns out to be, of all things, a bunch of white lilies.
As we approach, the words of the Mishnah begin to echo in our heads:
tinok shenimtza betzad bet hakevarot vehashoshanim beyado, a child is
standing by the side of the cemetery and in his hand are some lilies.

We come closer, calling out and waving to the boy as we do both to alert
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him to our arrival and to signal our benign intentions: we have come nei-
ther to kidnap him nor to scold him nor to steal his flowers, but merely to
encounter him as he is and to learn what we can from the experience. The
child turns to face us when we call out—clearly, then, he is not deaf—and
he raises his hand to wave us forward, so he is not by nature unfriendly.
Yet, for all he looks like any lonely child pleased finally to be in the compa-
ny of sympathetic adults, the boy says nothing. We come closer. The boy
smiles, but no words come from his mouth, not a simple greeting, not the
obvious half-arrogant, half-timid question of the typical child (“What do
you want?”), not anything at all. Slowly, we realize that the child cannot
speak. Is he a mute? Is he mentally challenged in some specific way that has
prevented him from acquiring language? He  doesn’t look especially sullen
or rude—just the opposite, really—and he is smiling. But not a single sylla-
ble escapes from his lips.

We come closer . . . and, as we do, the world of children and flowers
falls away and, as the universe of halakhic discourse opens up behind him,
we see this friendly, silent boy with the lilies in a different light: he is stand-
ing, it now appears, at a crossroads, at the confluence of two ancient streets
that we know intuitively to be sacred paths, paths capable of bringing those
who wander them that much closer to the palpable presence of God that is
the great goal of all selfless spiritual endeavor. The boy’s hand is frozen in
midair, his guileless smile of welcome frozen on his face. The springtime
breeze that is blowing across the cemetery and wafting the scent of jasmine
blossoms over its graves does not seem to be reaching the boy: the flowers
in the cemetery are waving gently in the wind, but those in the boy’s hands
are still, beckoning us as animate/inanimate visitors from the world of sym-
bols that is the earthly setting for all truly inspiring halakhic discourse.

The roads have signposts and, as we step close enough to contemplate
them easily, we realize that we too have crossed into the realm of symbols.
This, it dawns on me (and perhaps on you as well, since we appear to be
traveling together), is what it means to encounter God through the
informed contemplation of the halakhah: the boy is not God and his flow-
ers are not God, but the world of symbols we now perceive as the context
in which the boys exists is the Temple in which we moderns worship, the
Jerusalem towards which we, who live in a world without sacrificial offer-
ings and a fully operative priesthood, traipse ever forward in the course of
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an informed lifetime of Torah study suffused with purposeful, mindful
devotion to even the most nuanced details of ritual observance.

The first road is the path of Ascending and Descending Tumah, that specif-
ic variety of defilement called tumah retzutzah in the sources. The bodies of
the dead of all nations are the most potent sources of tumah that exist in our
world, but the Torah reserves two extra stringencies for the corpses of
deceased Jewish individuals: they alone can make a living individual tamei
merely by virtue of existing together, even briefly, under the same roof and,
once buried, the law of tumah retzutzah applies to them and not to the bodies
of deceased non-Jews.5 The latter concept is related to the former, but also dis-
tinct from it: it means that if a body is buried deep in the earth so that there is
not even a square handsbreadth of space between it and the soil—a square
handsbreadth being the bare minimum for the kind of roof (called in halakhic
literature “a tent”) that can convey tumah to others under it even without
physical contact—then the body conveys tumah upwards through the earth
into the air over the grave “until the highest heaven” and downwards into the
earth until the watery depths called tehom by the ancients.6 Furthermore, one
who steps into this upwards or downwards flow of tumah becomes him or
herself a so-called av tumah, that is to say: one so deeply infused with tumah
that he or she can render other individuals or even vessels of various sorts
tamei merely by touching, carrying or even just moving them.7

And so, as we look on from our observers’ post, the street, previously
straight, curls into a question mark and brings us to the first mystery we
must ponder if we are to know why tradition has sent this lad to us in the
first place: where did the boy get the flowers he is holding? As if on cue,
our necks turn—all of us together, like actors in a third-rate situation come-
dy on television—towards the cemetery and there we see lilies growing
amidst the sepulchers, a veritable sea of flowers among the final resting
places of the dead. Did the boy’s flowers come from the cemetery? We look
about and, as we see none growing elsewhere, it seems at least likely to us
that they did. And then, we hear the Mishnah lifting up its plaintive chant a
second time, calling out to us with winsome, yet somehow also melancholy,
charm: . . . ve’ein hashoshanim ela vimkom hatumah. We were right, the
Mishnah assures us . . . the flowers in that place only grow within the
boundaries of the cemetery.

And now a new question asserts itself and, as it takes over from the previ-
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ous one, demands a moment of our time for its own contemplation: did the
boy pick the lilies himself? If he did, and if he walked over a grave to get to
them—which seems impossible to imagine not having been the case—then
he became an av tumah and, if we touch him, we ourselves will become
tamei in the first degree, to use the halachic term to denote individuals capa-
ble of contaminating foodstuffs and liquids, but not people or vessels.8

Instantly, our halakhic minds begin to maneuver about in their four ells
of traditional wiggle-room: should we avoid touching the lad, even to the
extent of not putting a supportive arm gently around a lost boy’s shoulders,
lest we ourselves become contaminated? It is definitely not a commandment
of the law to avoid contamination when circumstances require or recom-
mend it, after all. Surely, it is a mitzvah to bury the dead! Surely, it is a
mitzvah to visit the graves of the righteous! Surely, one must not ask a
woman who faints in the street if she has visited a mikveh since her last
menstrual period before helping her to her feet! Is it not then also a mitzvah
to provide succor and comfort to a lost child?9

Our decision feels made, but then, as we crane our necks to see more
clearly, we notice a second street crossing the first one and realize that the
child is not merely standing along a path, but at a crossroads: this second
path is the Street of Doubtful Matters, home to those moot points collec-
tively called by the general term, safek, in Hebrew. But although safek is
the technical term that means “doubt” or “doubtful” in Hebrew, the laws
regarding doubt in matters of tumah are themselves rather paradoxically
unambiguous and free of doubt, and it is to these that we must now briefly
turn our attention.

There is, we recall from our studies, some variation between the situa-
tion that pertains when the item of doubtful tumah is in a public space or in
a private one. In a private space, the law is uncharacteristically strict:
although in most matters doubt does not alter presumed status, it does in
matters of tumah and thus something only possibly contaminated with
tumah in a private space is considered as tamei as if the contamination were
definite.10 In a public space, however, the law is the opposite and something
only possibly contaminated with tumah is not considered tamei at all.11 The
difference, therefore, is crucial. But is this a public space or a private one? It
is, after all, a cemetery. The public is welcome. People gather there regular-
ly to bury the dead, to eulogize them, to mourn them, to visit their graves.
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But at this very moment, we are all alone. And we, truth be told, aren’t
really there at all: we are looking on through the ether at a boy holding
some lilies who is really there all by himself, lonely and alone, silent and
probably very scared both by the eerie setting and also by the presence of
the dead in such numbers. It is thus a private space, but even though it
would not be possible to enter the cemetery and pick the flowers without
becoming tamei, we somehow know not to assume that the boy must have
gone in himself to get them and we know, therefore, that this is not neces-
sarily a case of doubt in a private place that must be adjudicated stringently
and the boy declared tamei.

And, indeed, the Mishnah supports our line of thinking, declaring the
boy to be in a state of purity and inviting us to imagine that, just possibly,
someone else might have entered the cemetery and given the boy his flow-
ers. This sounds all wrong, in that, as just noted, cases of doubtful contami-
nation in a private space are to be adjudicated stringently, not leniently. But
then, as we sink into a state of halakhic reverie, our eye falls on the street
sign just mentioned and, as we look more carefully at it, we now see that
there are some tiny letters printed right after the boldly emblazoned name:
not merely Safek Street, but Safek Keshe’ein Daat Lishael Street and, as we
do, we realize that we are in an entirely different place than we thought just
a moment earlier.12

It is true, after all, that matters of doubtful contamination are adjudicat-
ed stringently in private places, but there is a great loophole that we have
forgotten to remember: if the doubt concerns an individual that cannot be
asked directly if he or she did or did not come into contact with the pre-
sumed source of alleged impurity, the matter is adjudicated leniently, even
in a private space.13 For a long moment, we ponder this rather abstruse
point of the law, and, as we do, the lesson our mishnah wishes to teach us
suddenly becomes entirely clear. Since the child might not have picked the
lilies himself and since he appears incapable or unable or unwilling to
answer specific questions put to him, the Mishnah is teaching us that we
are not to consider the child tamei, despite the very real possibility that no
one gave him the flowers, that he ran into the cemetery in the manner of
children who see something pretty and want it for their own, and that he
passed blithely over not one or two but many graves, each of them project-
ing its tumah upwards to the highest heaven.
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Impressed, somewhat relieved, ill at ease no longer, we embrace the child
and he responds, hugging us and offering us some of his lilies. We take
them from him and, as we do, the child vanishes, slightly in the style of the
wonder-children of later kabbalistic literature, slightly in the style of the
angels of Biblical stories who deliver their tidings and then disappear,
slightly in the style of those messengers sent to average men and women by
God to take their hands in times of trouble and to guide them forward on
the path of righteousness, the mesillat yesharim of the biblical text.14 And
so we are left alone at the edge of an ancient cemetery to contemplate a
vanished child’s message and to draw whatever moral we can from our
encounter with him.

j i

The question I conclude by trying to answer is the same question with
which I began: what has this boy holding a bunch of lilies at the edge of a
cemetery come into the beis-medrash to teach us? He hardly exists, after
all—as noted above, he has no name, no physical attributes, no parents, no
siblings, no discernable tastes, no likes and no dislikes. It’s hard to imagin-
ing him playing with a ball or eating a plum or picking at a scab on his
knee. He won’t grow older. He says nothing and he does nothing . . . but
he  doesn’t quite stand for nothing. Indeed, my sense is that he exists pre-
cisely to stand for something . . . and to teach us something. So the point is
really not to ask why the child is standing alone at the edge of a cemetery—
since there is no real child involved and no real cemetery either—but to ask
what he has managed to teach us by standing his unreal ground in that
unreal place lo these several millennia since he first took up his position in
the very real third chapter of Tractate Tohorot to allow the devout to con-
template his situation and, ideally, to learn from it.

To understand his situation requires knowing the laws of tumah re -
tzutzah, but I doubt that teaching them to us is the most important reason
for which the boy has stood his ground all these years. (For one thing, he
 doesn’t teach them to us at all.) And one must also know the rules that
pertain in a situation of safek keshe’ein daat lishael, but it seems unlikely
for much the same reason that the boy’s point is to impart that informa-
tion to his audience either. But what if the point is not precisely to impart
that information, but instead to suggest it to us not as a legal principle, but
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as a spiritual one far better taught by example than by long-winded
speeches?

Why do we adjudicate cases of doubtful contamination in a private
space harshly and rule that individuals who only may be contaminated are
to be treated as though they were definitely contaminated by tumah? Any
why is the law just the opposite in public space—that cases of doubtful
contamination are adjudicated leniently and the presence of tumah willed
away? And why should it matter if one can or cannot interrogate the indi-
vidual—surely the issue of contamination is unrelated to the ease with
which the inquiry into its presence can be carried out! Or is that precisely
the point—that the presence of tumah is precisely a function of our ability
to perceive it?

If we assume, as I do, that tumah itself is merely the rabbis’ quasi-scien-
tific version of the same idea that haunts their worldview in a dozen differ-
ent guises—the notion that there is a dark side to the human consciousness
that manifests itself as the drive towards sin, as yearning for corruption, as
a profound, almost (but only almost) undeniable wish for chaos and disor-
der, as an almost (but only almost) unquenchable interest in fleeing from
God and in denying the profundity and worth of the Torah—then perhaps
the lesson the child stands at the edge of the cemetery to teach us makes
sense after all. Is the halakhah teaching us that, although we may feel that
we are judged by the world stringently when we step out into the street and
are far more free to evaluate ourselves and our behavior leniently and sym-
pathetically when we are safe at home (and tucked away from the prying
eyes of others), that just the opposite is true? That the possibility of falling
into sin, into the clutches of the yetzer hara, of stepping into the realm of
tumah is by far the greater when we are alone in our private space than it is
in the street or the market place?

For many, doubt is the enemy of faith—and this is felt so strongly by
such people that they consider the great boon of faith for the faithful to lie
precisely in its ability to overwhelm doubt and thus to eliminate ambiva-
lence or uncertainty from their spiritual lives. But others, myself among
them, have come to feel just the opposite to be the truth, that the great
effort to construct a life in God on a foundation of scrupulous intellectual
and spiritual integrity requires that doubt be embraced (and most definitely
not ignored) when the brick to be laid in that foundation represents an
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unprovable, hence unproven, dogmatic principle. And this great lesson, I
feel, is corroborated by the boy with the lilies.

In public space, we embrace doubt. It cannot make us impure. It can nei-
ther ruin our lives in God nor distance us from faith. Of course, the most
likely scenario is that the child ran into the cemetery and plucked the lilies
himself, but no one saw him. No one can tell us what happened. The child
himself does not speak, either because he cannot or he simply will not. We
want to know but we cannot know. And because we accept that—and
accept it fully and unequivocally—the din is favorable and generous. The
boy of doubtful tumah is tahor: clean, pure. We, assailed by doubts about
everything that is unknowable in our world, are nevertheless able to know
God and to embrace faith in God without having to lie to ourselves.

In private space, however, the situation is different. But, just as we begin
to wonder what the difference means in terms of the spiritual lives of mod-
erns, a flaw in the law unexpectedly presents itself. We said above that, in a
private place, doubtful matters are adjudicated harshly and the individuals
or the vessels involved are declared tamei unless there is no possibility of
making inquiries, in which case we adjudicate their status leniently and
declare them pure after all. But what, really, does that mean: if there exists
the possibility of making inquiries, then in what sense are we dealing with a
matter of doubt at all? In other words, the law as it pertains to private
spaces presents a curious paradox: in cases where there is no doubt (i.e., in
which a successful inquiry can be carried out), we follow the results of our
successful inquiry. In cases where there is doubt (i.e., where no such suc-
cessful inquiry can be carried out), then we adjudicate leniently. In public
spaces, we always adjudicate leniently. So although the din is that we are to
be strict and harsh when we can eliminate doubt, we are always to be
lenient when we cannot. And in matters of the spirit—speaking of tumah as
spiritual uncertainty rather than as physical miasma—when can we elimi-
nate doubt totally, completely and absolutely?

The boy with the lilies is the embodiment of this principle. He is in a
public space and a private space—public because he is out in the open at
the edge of a cemetery and private because he is alone and that is how the
halakhah defines private space in matters relating to impurity. Working for-
ward from this scene, the law embraces the notion that doubt does not
yield impurity (ever!) in public space—thus clearing the way for passionate,
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principled debate to become the context in which the Jewish spirit flourish-
es best of all. In private space, the situation feels at first to be just a bit dici-
er, but we come to see that this is not really the case: since the boy cannot
speak, he cannot be judged harshly and the background din (i.e., that mat-
ters of doubtful tumah in private space are adjudicated harshly) cannot be
applied. In other words, if the doubt remains real, then the verdict remains
tahor, pure, undefiled by whatever doubts might arise from contemplating
the situation and imagining its possibilities. And that is how it is in matters
of the spirit in general, the Mishnah is suggesting obliquely, yet forcefully,
as it makes its point almost clearly: obstinacy, arrogance and insistent dog-
matism yield impurity, but honest doubt, coupled with ambivalence born of
intellectual integrity and the kind of principled uncertainty that stems
directly from unbiased and unprejudiced inspection of the evidence—from
such worthy, guileless wondering about the truth can only come one ver-
dict: tahor, pure of heart, pure of intellect, pure of spirit.

NOTES

1. Or perhaps not. In his magisterial 1857 work, Sidrei Tohorot, Rabbi Gershon
Leiner of Radzyn showed conclusively that the rabbis had as much to say about the
tractates Kelim and Ohalot as they did about any other masekhet of Mishnah. But
why there is no formal Gemara to either tractate, or to any tractate in Seder
Tohorot except for Niddah, is a question even more perplexing to ponder in light of
Rabbi Leiner’s almost amazingly erudite work.

2. Tractate Tohorot 3:7. Readers should not be confused by the fact that one of
the tractates in Seder Tohorot has the same name as the larger literary unit. In other
words, one of the dozen tractates within Seder Tohorot is Tractate Tohorot. To
avoid confusion, I will call the tractate here only by the name, “Tractate Tohorot.”

3. Woman with a mouthful of coins: M Mikvaot 8:4, the zav goatherd: M
Tohorot 3:3, the self-absorbed ass drivers who could care less if their clients face
grievous loss because of their professional ineptitude: M Makhshirin 3:7; the ape
trained to assist in netilat yadaim: M Yadaim 4:1.

4. This seems to have been the standard concept in Eretz Yisrael. (In Babylonia,
the kind of burial in the earth more familiar to Western Jews was the norm, but,
even so, see the offhand use of the word “cave” to mean grave in many stories in
the Bavli, e.g., the story of the unfortunate man who died of a wasp bite on his
penis at B. Moed Katan 17a or the description of the grave of Rabbi Simeon ben
Issi’s father at B. Baba Metzia 85a and cf. also the use of the word in the account of
Rabbi Banaa’s efforts to mark gravesites clearly at B. Baba Batra 58a.
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5. To avoid the connotations of the English term “impurity,” I will use the
Hebrew word tumah throughout this essay. Tamei is the adjectival form usually
translated as “impure.”

6. Cf., e.g., M. Ohalot 67:6, 7:1–2, 9:3 or 15:7. The specific point is that the
tumah travels up and down, but not sideways. Although Scripture makes note of
the fact that Joseph was buried in a coffin as though it were a noteworthy and
unusual event and presents the concept of bearing the dead to their graves on a bier
as the normal practice (as, e.g., at 2 Samuel 3:31), coffins were in use in rabbinic
times for the wealthy and famous. See, e.g., Rabbi Hizkiah’s recollection of Rabbi
Judah Hanasi’s instructions regarding his own coffin at PT Kilayim 9:4, 32b and
Rambam’s comment at MT Hilkhot Evel 4:4.

7. Cf. M Parah 8:5 or Rambam, MT Hilkhot Tumat Met 5:7. Tumah retzutzah
is occasionally called tumah temunah in the sources.

8. Rambam, ibid.
9. Cf. the elegant closing passage of Rambam’s Hilkhot Tumat Okhalin

(16:8–12) in which the author makes it clear that there is no prohibition of become
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